Maximize revenue stream for your urology practice.
revMD leads the way in practice-based Urology revenue cycle management medical coding and billing with an in-depth understanding of Urology physician groups’ medical and surgical specializations, unique needs and billing nuances that maximize reimbursement. In addition to industry specialization, revMD is the best alternative in Urology revenue cycle management medical coding and billing because of our full complement of technological resources and the most passionate people anywhere to recover all possible, applicable fees.

We are the clear alternative in Urology revenue cycle management medical coding and billing because we stay abreast of changing compliance, coding and collections regulations and understand the complexities of merging the practice of medicine with the business of healthcare. revMD excels in practice-based Urology revenue cycle management because our response time and real time reporting mechanism offer the same convenience as a coding and billing department down the hall to provide you with in-house levels of control.

revMD’s niche specialization in Urology medical coding, billing and collections includes certified coders who undergo rigorous training and frequent testing to ensure the highest levels of quality assurance and accuracy. They invest significant time to stay abreast of all the rules, edits, surgical coding regulations and documentation requirements unique to Urology revenue cycle management. That investment translates to increased revenue for your practice.

---

How healthy is your revenue flow?

What takes most medical practices weeks or even months to discover can now be realized in a matter of seconds: the potential for your medical practice revenue to grow – substantially. revMD offers the MedRev Index, which unveils, in real time, the full potential for your medical practice’s bottom line to increase.

Visit www.revMD.com to calculate your MedRev Index.

---

Revenue Bridge

Take the risk out of your transition.

Optimizing your cash flow requires innovative services that bridge the gap and keep revenue streaming at all times. revMD’s Revenue Bridge provides revenue assurance even as you transition from your former service provider to revMD. We create strategic partnerships with 3rd party financers for claim payment guarantee during this critical on-boarding time.
Pay only for the advantage revMD brings you.

Offering you a win-win for your medical practice’s revenue cycle management, revMD is passionate about providing a no-risk method of optimizing revenue for your practice. That’s why we offer Assured Return. Unique in the industry, Assured Return ensures you come out ahead by choosing revMD. Here’s how it works: if we perform only as well as your previous partner, you pay less, just 6% (instead of the 7%). If by some chance, we generate less revenue for you than your previous partner, you pay even a lower percentage than 6%. You only pay more if you receive more. As our industry leading methodology generates increasing returns, you pay the percentage that aligns with that bottom line gain.

Assured Return

RCM Console

Take control with the Revenue Cycle Management Console in real time.

Track your revenue management performance in real time. Our RCM Console puts you in control with continual updates. How is your practice’s revenue performing right now? With revMD’s Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) Console, you never have to wait to find out. Track every single coding, billing and collections item in process. Attain regular reports with the most current data on revenue related activities. The RCM Console populates automatically, providing on-going 24/7 access to all your revenue performance information. And it’s free for all revMD clients.

Visit www.revMD.com to learn more.